Yesterday a lying, unethical Republican gave a laughable speech. No I'm not talking about President Trump -- this was by Rudy Giuliani. First Giuliani projected many of Trump's flaws onto Joe Biden, calling him "an obviously defective candidate" who "no onger has any principles."

And then Giuliani ended his American carnage speech with a love elegy to President Trump:

"President Trump with his boundless love of our country and all our people, his disciplined work ethic, his exceptional ability to inspire and his deep understanding of our system of government and the strength of American values is the man we can trust to preserve and even improve our way of life."

1. Trump loves our country so much he that he is constantly putting it down:
   Bill O'Reilly: "Putin's a killer."
   President Trump: "What, you think our country's so innocent?"

2. Trump loves "all our people" so much that he complained about Covid-19 relief funds being sent to blue states: "It's not fair to the Republicans because all the states that need help -- they're run by Democrats in every case."

3. Trump has such a "disciplined work ethic" that he binge watches cable news every morning, doesn't read the presidential daily briefing and spends much of every day tweeting and
bellyaching.

4. Trump has such a "deep understanding of our system of government" that he regularly issues executive orders about areas where he has no legal authority to take action.

5. Trump has done such a great job preserving "our way of life" that his handling of the Covid-19 pandemic has only cost 180,000 lives and 14 million jobs.